Abstract. Discrete tomography (DT) is concerned with the tomographic reconstruction of images that consist of only a small number of grey levels. Recently, DART, a practical algorithm was introduced for discrete tomography, which was validated in the domain of X-ray computed and electron tomography. In this paper, DART is introduced for magnetic resonance imaging. Using simulation experiments, it is shown that the proposed MRI-DART algorithm is capable of computing high quality reconstructions from substantially fewer data compared to state-of-the-art MRI reconstruction methods.
Introduction
Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI) is a well-known non-invasive experimental technique that uses a strong magnetic field and non-ionizing radiation to produce images of various structures like organs, soft tissues, bone, or biological samples. MRI allows for structural investigations of a variety of complex systems relevant to problems in health care, biology, industry, and materials science.
In MRI, the object is sampled in Fourier space (k-space). Conventionally, Cartesian k-space sampling is applied, which only requires a simple inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) to reconstruct the image. More sophisticated image reconstruction methods have been proposed for non-Cartesian k-space acquisitions. In particular, compressed sensing (CS) methods are becoming increasingly popular in MRI [10, 15, 16] . CS aims to reconstruct signals and images from significantly fewer measurements than were traditionally thought necessary. Such methods exploit sparseness in some transform domain, which is an intrinsic kind of prior knowledge, to maintain image quality. It has been shown that if the image is sparse, it can be reconstructed accurately from a small number of measurements with very high probability, as long as the set of measurements satisfies certain randomization properties [9] . In many images of objects that are imaged in practice, the image itself is not sparse, yet the boundary of the object is relatively small compared to the total number of pixels. In such cases, sparsity of the gradient image can be exploited by, for example, Total Variation Minimization [8, 13] .
In this paper, a new type of prior knowledge on the grey levels in the MRI image is exploited. Many objects are composed of regions that can be well represented by a single material/tissue. Clear examples are water-silicone breast implants [12, 14, 17] . Also, in an angiogram, the image can be well represented by either background or vascular structure [11] . Alternatively, a human brain can be roughly classified into white, grey matter, and cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) [22] . In food processing, MRI of apples (e.g., for detection of internal browning) reveals clear tissue classes [3] .
Prior knowledge on the image grey levels is exploited in discrete tomography (DT), a technique that is concerned with the problem of recovering images from their projections where the images are assumed to consist of a small number of grey values only. DT has already been successfully applied to a broad range of material samples in electron tomography [2, 4, 20] , X-ray attenuation tomography [5, 21] , and X-ray diffraction tomography [7] . It has been shown that, similar to CS, DT may lead to significantly improved image reconstructions from only a fraction of the traditionally acquired data.
In this paper, we will introduce the concept of discrete tomography in the domain of magnetic resonance imaging and compare its effectiveness to standard iterative reconstruction schemes.
After introduction of the MR imaging model and the basic concepts and notation, the methodology behind discrete tomography for MRI is explained. Finally, in Section 4, simulation results are presented and discussed.
Methods

MR imaging model
Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the nuclear spin of hydrogen atoms of the object to be imaged. In a strong external magnetic field B 0 , these spins will align with the external field, yielding a net magnetic moment oriented parallel to B 0 . By sending radio frequency signals to the object at resonance frequency (the so-called Larmor frequency), energy is absorbed, which causes the magnetization to tilt with respect to its original direction. This produces a magnetization component m transverse to the external field, precessing at the Larmor frequency and generating an electromagnetic signal that can be picked up by receiver coils. The received signal from all precessing magnetizations m( r) in the object yields information about physical properties of tissue, such as the proton density and relaxation parameters.
Spatial information is encoded in the MR signal by superimposing additional, spatially varying magnetic fields G(x, y, z) on top of B 0 . These magnetic field gradients establish a Fourier relation between the received radio frequency MR signal and the magnetization distribution. Multidimensional spatial encoding can be understood by introducing the notion of k-space. In the so-called phase encoding direction, a linear phase dispersion develops due to the gradient-induced linear variation in precession frequency. Therefore, the receiver coil detects a signal encoded by the linear phase. It can be shown that the signal equation in MRI has the form of a Fourier integral, with an extra rate map factor to model inhomogeneities in the magnetic fields and decay of the signal due to natural dephasing,
where
is the rate map. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case where the rate map is zero, so that the received signal s at time t is the Fourier transform of the transverse magnetization m( r) sampled at a spatial frequency k(t). In practice, the received signal is sampled at discrete times t i , yielding an ill-posed continuous-discrete problem because there are a multitude of continuous-space solutions m that exactly match the measured data s = (s(t 1 ), s(t 2 ), . . . , s(t M )). By discretizing m on a rectangular grid, the reconstruction problem simplifies to determining the vector of unknown grey values m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ) from the measurement vector s, by solving the linear model,
where represents Gaussian noise. The M × N encoding matrix A has elements
where i = 1, . . . , M and j = 1, . . . , N .
Discrete tomography
In this paper, we consider the reconstruction of MR magnitude images that consist of only a few different grey values, which are assumed to be known a priori. Formally, the problem can be expressed as follows:
Problem: Let A M ×N be a given Fourier encoding matrix and s ∈ C M be a vector of measured k-space data. Let l > 0 be the prescribed number of grey values and R = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ l } denote the set of grey values. Find m ∈ C N such that |m| ∈ R N and Am = s.
Since the set R N is not convex, many algorithms for convex optimization that can be used to solve the general algebraic reconstruction problem cannot be used directly for discrete tomography.
The MRI-DART algorithm
Batenburg and Sijbers [6] introduced the Discrete Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (DART) for solving discrete tomography reconstruction problems. The algorithm has been successfully applied in the domains of Computed Tomography (CT) and Electron Tomography (ET) [1] [4], but has not yet been introduced in MRI reconstruction problems. We will now describe DART adapted to MRI, which will be referred to as MRI-DART. MRI-DART alternates between "continuous" update steps where the reconstruction is considered as an array of complex-valued unknowns, and discretization steps, which incorporate prior knowledge about the grey values in the image. Various algebraic reconstruction methods (ARM) can be employed for the continuous step (e.g., SIRT, CGLS, LSQR). The experiments in this paper were carried out with the LSQR method [19] as a subroutine. This is an iterative method, which efficiently approximates least squares solutions for large systems of linear equations. As a starting point, a first continuous reconstruction m (0) is computed using LSQR. Subsequently, a number of MRI-DART iterations is performed, which consist of following steps:
1. Segmentation: The current continuous image is segmented to obtain a segmentation g (t) where the grey values are in the set of real numbers R = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ l }. In this work, a simple thresholding scheme is employed on the magnitude image, with thresholds
The threshold function r : C → R is defined as
Since the experiments in this paper are carried out on simulation data, generated from real (as opposed to complex) image data, all phase information is discarded by the threshold function r(x).
Termination criterion:
As MRI-DART is a heuristic algorithm, there is no formal statement of convergence. In this work, we run the algorithm for a fixed number of 15 iterations. As an alternative, the total projection error E : R N → R, defined as
can be used.
3. Identify 'fixed' and 'free' pixels: In this step, all pixels are classified into one of two categories: 'fixed' or 'free'. The 'fixed' pixels are assumed to have the correct grey value and will not be updated in this iteration. The following pixels are chosen as 'free' pixels:
• boundary pixels: The set B (t) ⊂ {1, . . . , N } of boundary pixels is computed from the segmentation g (t) , resulting from the first step. We denote the neighbourhood of pixel i by P (i) ⊂ {1, . . . , N }. As a connectivity measure, the 8-connected neighbourhood is employed in the experiments in this paper. A pixel g (t)
i is called a boundary pixel if there exists a j ∈ P (i) for which g
i . The set of free pixels U (t) ⊂ {1, . . . , N } that will be updated in the next step is initialized by U (t) = B (t) .
• randomly other pixels: Afterwards U (t) is augmented with non-boundary pixels in a randomized procedure. Let 0 < p ≤ 1 be the fix probability. Each element of the non-boundary pixels is added to U (t) with a probability of 1 − p independently. Each MRI-DART iteration, different pixels are randomly added to the free pixels, which allows for changes in image areas not adjacent to any of the boundary pixels. The experiments in this paper were carried out with a fix probability of p = 0.85.
The remaining pixels are included in the set of fixed pixels
4. Apply ARM on free pixels: Consider the system of linear equations to be solved in MRI-DART iteration (t),
where a i denotes the ith column of the Fourier encoding matrix A. For all pixels i ∈ F (t) , the grey value m (t)
i is fixed at the segmented value g (t)
i . This transforms the system in equation (7) into the new system
. . .
While the number of equations in the new systemÃm =s remains the same, the number of unknown variables is vastly reduced to N − |F (t) |. As mentioned previously, LSQR is employed as ARM to solve the system in a fixed amount of iterations. If the grey values of the fixed pixels were correct (matching the unknown true underlying object), solving this reduced system will result in better values for the remaining free pixels.
Smoothing:
A smoothing operation is applied to the resulting image m (t) , in order to remove heavy fluctuations in the values of the free pixels. These fluctuations originate from noise-fitting (since the noise power in the k-space data s is now distributed among fewer pixels), as well as from grey value errors in the fixed (and thus assumed to be correct) pixels. In this work, a Gaussian filter with a radius of 1 pixel is applied to smooth the reconstruction.
Implementation
We have implemented the MRI-DART algorithm in Matlab. Instead of keeping the Fourier encoding matrix A explicitly in memory, all entries are computed on the fly as they are needed in the algorithm. The multiplications with A and A T are the computationally most challenging operations in the LSQR algorithm. They are implemented on the graphical processing unit (GPU) to improve algorithm performance due the specific hardware architecture which is well equipped for parallel operations.
Experiments
In this section, we describe the simulation experiments that were carried out to evaluate the reconstruction performance of MRI-DART and to compare it with a commonly used reconstruction method.
Phantoms
The simulation experiments were based on 4 phantom images, shown in Fig. 2 .
(a) Phantom 1: represents a very simple, binary object. The size of this phantom is 256 × 256 pixels.
(b) Phantom 2: represents a binary resolution object with a high complexity, whose size equals 256 × 256 pixels. It contains holes of varying sizes, which is, as will become apparent from the results, more difficult to reconstruct accurately than phantom 1. Two different k-space trajectories k(t) were employed to simulate the k-space data, which lead to very different undersampling patterns. These trajectories are displayed in Fig. 3 . The thin lines represent a full k-space, where the thick lines indicate the undersampling strategy. (a) Radial trajectory: 9 different patterns with equiangular spokes were simulated, where the number of spokes ranged from 20 to 60. The number of samples per spoke was equal to the width w in pixels of the phantom image.
(b) Cartesian trajectory: 9 different patterns were simulated with a number of phase encoding lines (direction k y ) centered around the origin of k-space ranging from 20 to 60. The frequency encoding direction (along k x ) was fully sampled (i.e., with a number of samples equal to the width w in pixels of the phantom image).
Quantitative comparison
An important feature of MRI-DART (and all discrete tomography algorithms) is the combination of reconstruction and segmentation into one single algorithm. We compared its performance to a more conventional approach where the k-space data was first reconstructed to a 'continuous' image, after which a separate post-processing segmentation algorithm was employed. The IMPATIENT-toolbox [23] was used to perform the reconstruction of the k-space data, which integrates the CGLS algorithm (40 iterations), inside a total variation minimization (TVM) regularization (10 iterations). These reconstructed images were then segmented using the well known Otsu segmentation [18] , yielding the required discrete set of grey values.
Results and Discussions
In this section, we first present and compare the results obtained with MRI-DART and IMPATIENT+Otsu. Next, the performance of the radial and Cartesian undersampling strategies are compared. We consider the reconstruction accuracy of MRI-DART as a function of the number of phase encoding lines/spokes. The relative number of misclassified pixels (rNMP) is employed as the accuracy measure, and gives the ratio of the number of misclassified pixels to the total number of pixels. 
Cartesian k-space sampling
Radial k-space sampling
In the previous series of experiments, all data was sampled on a Cartesian grid. In this section, we present the results from radially sampled data with a similar degree of undersampling as the Cartesian data. 
Comparison Cartesian and radial k-space sampling
For comparison purposes, the number of data samples on a phase encoding line for Cartesian simulation sampling was set equal to the number of samples per spoke for radial sampling. Fig. 8 depicts the reconstruction accuracy in terms of rNMP for both trajectories as a function of the degree of undersampling. The reconstruction accuracy for phantom 3 is similar for both trajectories, while for the other phantoms the radial trajectory clearly gives more accurate results. The results for the Cartesian sampling of phantom 3 are due to the specific orientation of the vessels. When the simulations are repeated for a 90 degree rotated version of the vessels, the radial trajectory clearly outperforms the Cartesian trajectory again for the same degree of undersampling.
Conclusion
We have introduced the concepts of discrete tomography to the MR imaging model. The MRI-DART algorithm was employed to perform the discrete reconstruction from k-space data to image data. As a k-space trajectory, both Cartesian and radial (under)sampling were tested and compared. The results show that MRI-DART consistently yields more accurate reconstructions than the alternative IMPATIENT+Otsu segmentation technique. In general, the radial trajectory seems to yield more accurate results than the Cartesian trajectory, though the impact depends on the specific phantom. These preliminary simulation results seem to advice in favor of radial acquisition schemes in combination with MRI-DART, though further investigation is necessary to validate MRI-DART for real MRI applications. Future work will concentrate on investigating robustness against noise, automatic grey value estimation and expansion of the model to incorporate non-Fourier physical effects which corrupt real MRI data.
